Clark c500 forklift parts diagram

Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums. Thank you for visiting HeavyEquipmentForums.
Our objective is to provide industry professionals a place to gather to exchange questions,
answers and ideas. We welcome you to register using the "Register" icon at the top of the page.
We'd appreciate any help you can offer in spreading the word of our new site. The more
members that join, the bigger resource for all to enjoy. Thank you! Thank you for joining Heavy
Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we communicate with "Threads", please search
our threads to see if your topic may have already been answered and if not then click "Post New
Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow all of our members to see your question and
give you the best chance to be answered. After you've made a number of posts you will
graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few more privileges. Following these
guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy equipment on the net. Thanks for
joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to HeavyEquipmentForums. Joined: May
16, Messages: 8 Location: minnesota. My old Clark Lift C fork lift's main cylinder was leaking
very badly so I took it into a hydraulics shop and had it rebuilt. After installing it again, the
carriage will not go all the way to the floor under its own weight, nor will the carriage rise very
far. Is there any special thing I have to do to bleed the hydraulic system? I tried opening the
small plug on the top of the cylinders, and a bit of air came out, but the lift only goes up a few
feet and then stops. Does anyone know the procedure to bleed the cylinders? Or anything else I
might try to get the thing to operate properly. Thanks for any help. It's an old unit and I don't
have any manuals to go with it. Jerry O. Jerry O , May 17, That's a very complex multi-stage, lift
cylinder on that old C It's made up of about 4 barrels sliding in each other. Very possible the
shop who rebuilt it got some things a bit too tight. The packing is adjustable however. There are
two bleed screws, one on the front of the ram where the collar is, one on the top. Here's the
bleed proceedure: 1 Raise carriage about 4ft off the ground or until side bleeder screw is
accessable 2 Loosen side bleeder screw using an Allen wrench. The piston will drop a few
inches as the air comes out. When air stops and oil starts, re-tighten bleeder screw. Is yours a
big one or a little one? OFF , May 22, Prior to C it was C20,30,40 etc. The C is followed by more
numbers" C would be a C model, to capacity,truck number 01 of production run Lets say over
the years Clark has run production runs. In this run, they were making lb trucks and were
running a quanity of trucks. You would have C thru C The C model to lb cap truck number
coming down the line, during production run Similarily a would be a ,,,,, etc based on CWT on it.
Every C has this info stamped in the right hand side of frame, down 6 to 10 inches, and front to
back area between dash base and seat pivot fasteners. I reccomend Case knives. TD24 , May 23,
Thanks for the response and the bleeding information. I got frustrated with trying to get the
cylinder to collapse and took the cylinder back to the hydraulics shop. They couldn't get the
clyinder down either and decided to take it apart again. I got a call last night, and the shop guy
said when they took it apart they found something inside the called a "bushing" that had been
left inside when it was reassembled. I'll get it back tomorrow and go from there. The bleeding
procedure will be a big help. The unit is a small one, probably in the range. Again, Thanks for
the good advice. Jerry O , May 23, Hi TD24, Thanks for the tutorial on the model numbers. I'll dig
the old paint off the frame and see what I've got. The original problem seems to have been
caused by a part left inside the cylinder when the shop rebuilt it. Again, thanks -- the model
numbers will help if I need to get work done on the unit in the future. OFF , May 23, Hi OFF, Do
you have any interest in selling the manuals you referenced above, or parting with a copy of
them? Let me know. My email is obuy q. Jerry O , May 25, Yours for the cost of shipping. Just
message me a mailing adress. OFF , May 26, Let me know what the shipping costs are and I'll
send you a check. You can send me an email at obuy q. Jerry Ostroski. Jerry O , Jun 8, Help
with old Clark forklift Took the plunge and bought an old Clark forklift. Need help with
identification and a few questions. Has 4 cylinder Continental F flathead gas engine looks like
original paint on engine is medium blue. Seems to run well. Took out battery and took a quick
look, did not find anything under the accumulated crud in that area. Before I scrape too much,
am I looking in the correct place? That was yesterday. Did not have room or time to start it up
and move it, but I could hear something moving inside the right front wheel when I pressed on
the brake pedal and I put the machine in neutral and rocked it fore and aft a little with a 2x4 and
pressing the brake pedal stopped me being able to rock it, so maybe the brakes do work? Any
ideas on why no pedal yesterday, OK today? Any idea why it is this color? I suspect some water
and some posts say same. How high in the tank is the level supposed to be, and what oil to
use? How many gallons to refill whole system and should I try to flush out all the old stuff or
just drain and refill the reservoir tank. The lift seems to work OK and it has no major leaks, the
lift cylinder area especially is dry. The little bit it does leak somewhere leaves a few drips on the
floor at right front of the machine, maybe a few inches spot overnight. Have not looked
underneath to see where the play is â€” probably stack up of all linkages and box. Any

suggestions where to look first? Welcome theycallmedoc! That sounds like quite a project
you've got there. Normally the serial number is stamped on a plate that's attached to the dash or
the front face of the machine. Should also include capacity. Brakes use common hydraulic
parts, just find a good partsman with a buyers guide picture book and match things up. Bleed
that old brake fluid out of there, I'm sure it's full of water too. Pretty well any oil will work in a
machine that old, ATF, hyd oil - somewhere about 22 to 32 in weight, or 10W30 motor oil. Other
than that they have a steering box like a car, usually a GM car about the same vintage as the
forklift. OFF , Jun 11, Common place for water ingress is mast lift cylinder. Most all straight
mast trucks use a single acting hyd cylinder for mast, the difference between various designs is
some used a piston seal and some did not. If yours uses a piston seal on mast cylinder you will
see a small hose attached to top of mast cylinder to bleed off any oil that goes by piston seal
and send it back to tank. Problem with this design, if the wiper seal on cylinder has failed it will
let rain water enter via failed wiper seal, then when you raised mast it forces water in cylinder
back to tank via that vent hose. Thanks to all who responded with info on my forklift. I contacted
Clark equipment and they sent me a brochure on the machine a model year Carloader it turns
out to be. They also sent the original build card with all the part numbers in the machine and the
name of the original dealer and purchaser which was pretty neat. Will check that out someday
when I get time. OFF , Jun 12, Thanks for info. Will look and see if the solenoid valve is down
near the master cylinder when I get time and the area cleaned out. Other problem will be the
machine has been converted to 12 volt and this solenoid would have been 6 volt. I guess I can
rewind it, find a new coil, or make a resistor or voltage regulator set up to operate it at 6v, if the
device still works at all. Then there is always the wheel chock option, which probably makes as
much sense as anything for as much as I will need a parking brake. They also make a
completely manual mico lock. Dualie , Jun 13, Do you mean a flip lever that catches notches on
the brake pedal arm kind of like the old tractors, or is this a separate flip lever with linkage to a
valve by the master cylinder? Keep the wheel chocks close and handy. Those Micro Lock
arrangements will get you in trouble. You back bled a little air out and pushed some fluid
downstream. Noise in right side was shoes working some. Your L wheel cyl is probably the one
leaking. Best advice Open and see if will hone out smooth. Keep the push rod to reuse as a new
cyl rod may not be equal, Pull wheels off Long slender shoes Clean out the old bull gear grease
and check if shoes can be used by clean with paint thinner and burn off dry with a propane
torch. Pull wheel cylinders and ease apart-Save your end push outs- If will hone smooth, get
their numbers. Bolt pattern to mount and piston size is all you need to match. To jack it up for
wheel removal: Tilt the mast all way back Then tilt it back all way fwd. Kill engine and stand
there to see how long it leaks down till tires touch floor. That is how long you have to pull the
wheels. You do this with a few parts; some fairly simple labor ,and you will have brakes to stand
it on its head. TD24 , Jun 14, Dualie , Jun 15, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Clark Equipment Co. However what
makes Clark Equipment Co. Clark's wheel loaders, we're marketed under the Michigan brand
name, that left an undeniable mark on the industry. Rich Manufacturing Co. The company was
named after a mechanic who has designed the Celfor Drill, used for drilling holes in steel
railroad rails. The company had to expand to a larger facility to increase its client base, and in
relocated to Benchanan, Michigan. Troubled financial times resulted in the company hiring
Eugene Clark, a 33 year old Illinois Steel employee and mechanical engineer, as a product
consultant. Rich Manufacturing was eventually to be renamed to Celfor Tool Co. In Clark has
travelled to Europe and has learned that using electric furnaces was producing steel casting of
a higher quality. Convinced that such a process would take off in the U. The plant would
produce high quality, high grade steel castings and new technologies. Eventually, Buchanan
Electric Steel Co. As president, Clark has decided to focus on production efforts that turn
durable steel trucks wheels replacing the wooden spoke trucks wheels and a truck axle that
replaces chain drives. Formation of Clark Equipment Co. The merger provided an opportunity to
develop a range of new products, such as gas powered shop buggy with a box fixed to three
wheels. At first, the truck tractor had a box that could be dumped first by gravity then by doing
it mechanically. This Led to a later development allowing the platform truck to lift until all these
features were incorporated together to lead to the creation of the lift truck that picked up
materials, moved them and then lifted them to be stored. Early Growth and Diversification - by
the mid 's, Clark owned four plants and was manufacturing drills, electric steel castings,
reamers, axles, transmissions, wheels and the truck tractor. Solid profits over time enabled the
company to come out of the s from the Depression relatively unscathed. The company has
continued to diversify into other product areas such as prototype of a fast, aluminum railcar for
the World Fair called the Auto tram. The prototype scored Clark a contract to produce

undercarriage for trolley streetcars and subway systems for the next twenty years. A
Multinational Company - Clark's current production facilities were not enough to keep the
demand. In , Clark built a new facility in Asheville, North Carolina, becoming the first company
to head to the south with obvious benefit of using cheaper labor. The Demise of Clark - By the 's
sales have been greatly impacted by the recession. Lower priced Japanese imports on
equipment also dealt a huge blow to the market of lift trucks. The company was faced with the
indisputable fact that it has failed by not diversifying its construction equipment line enough to
stay competitive. In Clark has announced a full withdrawal from scraper and motor grader
business. Clark credited for having invented the lift truck in decided to divest the portion of its
business in to Terex Corp. Clark was not pleased about its lack of control in the joint venture
and threated to take public its share of the venture. Shortly after that, Clark was approached
with another offer from Ingersoll Rand. Clark Material Handling Co. On Sale this month for Clark
forklift parts. Clark Clark Equipment Co. Order by:. Available to:. Next Lift Inc is not. MondayFriday Is This Returnable? Why The Policy Change? Check out the photos and if you can't find
what your looking for or have any other questions. Give us a call or email. Commercial Asset
Liquidators currently has a large selection of products listed, please check out our other a. Be
sure to add me to your favorites list! Sign up for my email newsletters by adding my eBay Clark
forklift ignitor kit Prestolite Dist. Check out my other items! Sign up for PayPal; the fast. Easy,
and secure way to pay online. Powered by eBay Turbo Lister The free listing tool. List your
items fast and easy and manage your active items. Posted with eBay Mobile. Volume discount is
available. International buyer: Please contact us to get actual freight quote. Any questions.
Please give us a call or send EBay message or email to Phone: ext Supply all make forklift
parts. If you need any other forklift parts. Please do not hesitate to contact us. We'll be very glad
to help you. We welcome the opportunity to earn your business. The following parts are
available too. Please give us a call or email. We appreciated your business. Exchange or refund
for the parts you purchased within 14 days. But we do not take any used. Installed or
disassembled parts back. Click Here. Double your traffic. Check out my! International buyer:
Please Please give us a call or send message through EBay. Phone: ext Supply all make forklift
parts. Powered by The free listing tool. Important Notes: We do not take any used. By adding my
eBay Store to your Favorites. Attention Hyster Yale Clark owners. Operators, or technicians! If
you own. Operate, repair, or transport forklifts. You won't find a better value for the buck! This
key is not all inclusive so please verify with the picture before ordering. Bid with confidence! If
this listing is not exactly what you want. Please feel free to e-mail me with questions or check
out my other auctions for more innovative ideas! I will combine orders to save on shipping.
Volume discounts available! If you cannot give us 5-Star Positive feedback. Thank you.
International Buyersâ€” Please Note: Import duties. Taxes and charges are not included in the
item price or shipping charges. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Froo You are
bidding on a full day guided float fishing trip for 2 anglers on the Clark Fork River in Western
Montana. The Clark Fork River is slow. Wide and gravel-bottomed. Noses dimple the flats and
poke up through the foam in swirling eddies. This is the place to cast to rising trout. There are
days fish rocket out to pounce on almost every cast regardless of your fly or presentation.
There are days you cast until your hands are numb and all you hook are branches along the
bank. Then there are the vast majority of days that lie somewhere in between. All of them are
good days. We understand that guiding is about fishing, and like fishing it's about more than
that. This full day trip includes guide, terminal tackle, shuttle and a riverside lunch. We will pick
you up and drop you off This trip does NOT include: fishing license necessary to fish for the
day and available online or at a local fly shop prior to departure Alcoholic beverages or guide
gratuities. John Herzer- outfitter- We place the actual value of all items sold on the customs
forms. Please do not ask us to do otherwise. Rare Vintage 's Chuck Dent Surfboard This is the
first and only time this b oard will be for sell! Steelhead to a Fly - Clark C. Van Fleet - - Stated
First Edition. Steelhead to a Fly- Clark C. Note: Many of my books have glassine covers. If there
is glare on the photos. It is most likely due to the cover. If you desire additional photos, please
ask. Winning bidder agrees to pay with PayPal within 24 hours. For multiple purchases. Please
wait for an invoice before submitting payment. Shipping will occur on the same or next
business day after payment is received. Positive feedback will be given when positive feedback
is received. Thanks for Looking. Ernest said the following about this song, Talmadge didn't
have it quite finished, and it laid around my den for about eight or ten years, and I dug it out and
started fooling with it and liked it, so I rewrote the chorus and added a verse, and I decided
Waltz Across Texas" spent only seven weeks on the Billboard chart in the fall of Never climbing
higher than the 34th position. This song was special to Ernest Tubb because it was written by
his nephew and it was about his home state. To Ernest Tubb fans everywhere. But especially to
the many in Texas, the song became very special indeed. Something akin to a Texas anthem

had been born. Organ and music theory. Clark served on the piano faculty of Elmhurst College
in Illinois for five years and maintained an independent piano studio for many years. Please see
scans for a more detailed look at condition. Size approx- 9. Be sure to add us to your favorites
list! Here is a n old Clark's Water Scout fishing lure. Painted solid chartreuse it does have some
weather checking pointers and scuffs. Looks like a worm burn on the left cheek. Hooks have
speckles of rust but are still sharp and strong. Color is somewhat fad ed toward the tail on the
left side. Message me with any questions. Or send me your email for more pictures. Posted with
the. Some wear around the edges. Possible store remainder. Excellent: very few condition
issues. But possibly a signature or minor blemishes. Very good: a few condition issues. But
nothing major, possible signature and tiny tears. Good: some condition issues such as split
seam. Signatures, stamps, tears or creases. Fair: multiple condition items but all the music is
there. May be missing a back cover. Poor: multiple condition issues including Paypal is our
preferred payment method but other options are available just ask Local pick-ups are gladly
accomodated. You can contact us before or after the sale. International buyers please get a
shipping quote on combined orders before placing a bid. We combine all our items into
cardboard mailers. Larger lots are shipped in boxes. Please hold off on payment until we can
combine everything onto one invoice. We ship within one business days of payment. Holidays
may effect shipping times. All sales are final but we will consider a refund if you feel the item
was misrepresented. For each composer. There is a one page biography and picture included.
In addition. There is a glossary of musical terms included at the end of the book. Opus , nos.
Opus 68 Publisher: Summy-Birchard Co. Opus 36, no. VG Trade Card. It shows how the piano
player fit over the upright piano. Condition: minor crease at lower right corner. Reverse is blank,
and clean. Otherwise VG. We ship through the Postal Service and recommend insurance on
your purchase. As we cannot accept responsibility for lost or damaged goods. If payment is not
received within two weeks of the completion of the auction. We reserve the right to relist or sell
the item to the underbidder. We prefer PayPal. But will discuss other options. We welcome
inquiries if additional information is needed. Taxes and charges are not included in the item
price Ask us about the Ephemera Society of America- Thanks. Powered by. Handel, Scarlatti.
Clark has provided a page of biographical information about the composers. I will be happy to
combine shipping for items purchased in the same week. International Buyers: Please use the
shipping I invite you to visit my Ebay Store Grand Piano Music and Books where you will find
lots of interesting music and books Powered by The free listing tool. In original packaging.
Posted with. This item was purchased from another local music store that wanted to liquidate
their songbook inventory. With the exception of minor wear on the cover from being tossed into
large bins. It is new. If you receive this book and disagree with my desciption, let me know and
we'll work it out. I have checked other sellers auctions and believe my price is among the lowest
your will find. My shipping prices are for the continental US only. Send me an email if you are in
Alaska or Hawaii and I'll work out a rate. If you have any questions or need more pictures. Just
drop me an email. Thx Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active On Nov at PST. Seller added the following information: Regarding shipping
discounts: I do offer a shipping discount if you buy more than two items. Here's how it's done.
Add all the items in your shopping cart and click the commit to buy. At this point you can either
goto Paypal to purchase them or you can click on the link next to my sellers name that
says"request invoice from seller" Please request an invoice, I'll revise your freight price and
then send you the new invoice. Regards, Mitch. Beautiful Story and Clark Baby Grand Player
Piano with"Pianomation" player Was a gift left in storage at Piano shop for a number of years
while construction was delayed. But then the store closed so they delivered it. This piano itself
and the player have only been used a few times. Sounds beautiful can use a tuning. Bench
included. As well as many beginner piano books and tuning kit with instructions. Piano was
professionally tuned a few times since I bought it in and there are no issues with any keys,
pegs, strings or soundboard. This piano has been in my smoke-free home since Piano is only
available for local pick up at zip code in Orange County. New York. Sheet Music. Music: J. Very
good Check my other items! M ost of our sheet music is either in Very Good to like new
condition. Contact us larger quantities. Set is new never used in original package. Includes 1
front brake cable. Payment is expected within 3 days of auction end. Shipping and handling
anywhere in the continental U. Anywhere outside the U. Bid with confidence. Check my
feedback. Please note: Items selling for Are sent FCI, registered, insured. She is from Suffolk.
On International packages. I do Customs Forms with PayPal invoices enclosed. If you just want
sheet music and don't care too much about condition. These will work for you. Willie
Nelson"Always on My Mind" songbook- cover has creases and price tag damage. Pages are
good condition. Creases, tears on cover;approximately 6 of the pages have stains. Some pages
are wrinkled. Message me if you would like to see additional pictures of a specific item. Clark

Gesner. Music and Lyrics by Clark Gesner. Please be sure to check my other listings for a whole
lot more! Many items you will find are one-of-a-kind. If you don't see something you need. Just
ask, as I have more than 20, items in my inventory! US Shipping. Australia,NZ International
Shipping. Supersized images and templates. Get Vendio Sales Manager. FREE scheduling.
Great find! Nice to play. Very good condition. Plain white black cover. Two photos from movie
on cover. I find no flaws. Offer this vintage lure lot. Included are 6 old wood lures and one box, I
have not identified all lures but they are as pictured, one is a Clark Water Scout, Condtion is
above average but check pictures for accurate assesment. Studio: M-G-M. Cast: Joan Crawford.
Standard Size Sheet. Cover Photo: Joan Crawford. Clark Gable. Copyright: Music Publisher: Leo
Feist Inc. Condition: Very Good. The cover has a previous owners signature just below"Gable"
see photo The spine is intact. Terms: E-mail any questions. We will combine to save on
shipping and handling charges. Buyer pays shipping Or provide tax ID number. Payment
methods preferred are PayPal, for other payment arrangements please contact us. Please view
our other listings and our ebay store. I have up for auction a high speed Leslie unit motor model
10SX. Removed from a working Story and Clark organ. The auction include s a drive belt.
Francis Clark Library for Piano Students. Very Good. Used condition. A few scuffs on the cover
and back. No tears or markings on any of the music pages, no dog earred pages. The serial
number is Which indicates that it was manufactured in The valves are in excellent condition and
the compression is excellent as well. All of the slides move freely. It does not come with a case.
The instrument is a fantastic player, having an absolutely beautiful quality of sound throughout
the full register. From the Olds Catalog: In collaboration with celebrated trumpet artist. The
combination of efforts has brought The Ultra Sonic bell delivers the finest. Purest sound
possible. The PT's special lightweight brass alloy has superior carrying power and smooth,
fast-action valves assure the artist of the utmost control. The valve assembly and calibrated
valve bore are individually hand-crafted for the highest quality tonal response. Only Olds could
satisfy the critical demands of such a fine artist as Clark Terry! It has been cleaned and serviced
in the Brass Alliance Workshop and will be a great instrument for years to come for any artist or
collector! Feel free to send me a message if you have any further questions regarding this
instrument or any other of the instruments in my store. Thank you for the interest in my
instruments. I appreciate it very much! All of my horns come wrapped in bubble-wrap.
Surrounded by air bags, and packed in a double thick box with loads of packing material
peanuts very complete an. Words by Gus Kahn and music by Chas Rosoff. Featured by Clark
Morrell, cover illustration by R. Rose" , Irving Berlin Inc. For piano and vocal with chord
diagrams for ukulele. Measures approx. Light tanning to the paper on the inside. Please for our
detailed size and condition guide. And be sure and examine the large photos below for any
visible defects. All of our sheet music is complete and playable in any grade, unless otherwise
noted. Please contact us prior to bidding if you have any questions. Multiple Orders Seller will
combine multiple purchases- buyer must request a final invoice. And make one single payment
for all items at once. All questions to be resolved prior to bidding or making any purchases.
Payment is due within 7 calendar days of the date of sale. Return policy and payment
instructions can be found below on this page. This is a shipping-only item and is not available
for in-person pickup. Delivery confirmation is automatically included on all domestic United
States shipments at no additional charge. When allowed by US Postal guidelines. International
Buyers- Please Note Import duties. These charges are normally collected by the delivering
freight shipping company or when you pick the item up- do not confuse them for additional
shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise values below value or mark items as"gifts" US
and International government regulations prohibit such behavior. The document measures 9" W
x 12" H and is 4 pages long. It is in Very Good condition. No tears. No stains, corners must be
mostly sharp, some handling wear is allowed. May have original music store stamp, but no
extraneous pen or pencil markings. Stains and other damage are not allowed. May have a music
store stamp. Can be mended inside with tape- no tape on cover. FAIR- Defects can include
handling wear. POOR- Can be torn. Ragged, mended, stained, stapled, etc. Larger sizes maybe
clipped making some of the contents illegible. Six pages front to back with a copyright. Cover
art shows an illustration of a young woman in a white dress. Very good condition has clipped
upper right corner and inside seam split has been repaired with clear tape Postage will be paid
by purchaser. Try Vendio Image Hosting. Over The Piano was m anufactured in and was made
in America. Serial Number My father bought this piano new for my mother at that time. The
piano has always been well cared for. Never has been abused and is in very nice condition. The
keys are all the original 88 keys. They are clean and none are broken, cracked or missing.
Included is the matching bench that came with the piano. If you don't appreciate the
craftsmanship. Quality and pride that went into building this Low quality items that are being
imported into our country today. The piano has not been played for a few years and would

definitely need to be tuned. As for the price. When Hampton L. Story built his first piano,
discriminating purchasers have marve. Up for bid is an old piece of sheet mus i c. The Holy
Hour. Sacred Song. Words by W. Music by Ethelbert Nevin. Medium Voice in C. The Boston
Music Company. Acceptable but useable condition. Shows some wear like: may have writing,
may have loose pages or covers, may have small tears, may have spots, may have tape, m ay
have stains, may have smudges. Refer to picture s for condition. All sheet music will be
wrapped in tissue paper and then placed between two sheets of cardboard. Then it will be
wrapped in brown paper. I ship internationally as well. Only charging the exact shipping costs.
Shipping is estimated at first and if shipping is less. A refund will be issued through paypal.
Payment is expected within seven days. If for some reason you need more time please contact
me as I will open an unpaid case dispute after seven days. Satisfaction is guaranteed. Returns
are accepted within thirty days. Item must be in same condition as it was when sent. I will
refund total purchase price. Refund will be made through paypal. I will not refund any shipping
costs. All items will be carefully packaged. I ship six days a week. Shipping will occur within 24
hours of payment. All items are kept in my clean smoke free home. However I obtain items from
estate sales. Flea markets,second hand stores, and garage sales. So I cannot guarantee that
they were always kept this way. Any questions feel free to ask. I will respond quickly. Good luck
and happy bidding. Check back often as I am adding new treasures daily. Would You. They
Didn't Believe Me. Now including violins, violas, cellos, and double basses, are played by an
ever-growing number of the world's finest musicians. Made of carbon fiber, they are virtually
indestructible under any reasonably foreseeable set of circumstances however, if you are
attacked by an angry mob wielding blow-torches and diamond-edged drills or power saws, you
may have problems- actually, lots of problems, I guess Naturally, they are fantastic instruments
for performers who are required to play in"real-world" conditions of airplane travel, temperature
extremes, and varying humidity, which can cause havoc with traditional wood instruments.
However, these instruments are prized for their wonderful sound as well. Whether the sound is
equal to, or better than, a high-end instrument costing hundreds of thousands of It is a beautiful
acoustic viola made out of carbon fiber. A material which allows for its distinctive shape,
without the cornices of a traditional wooden instrument, making it easier to play. Of course, if
you wish to use the instrument in a rock band or other loud setting, it may be amplified in the
same manner as a traditional instrument. If you choose to provide your audience the full rock
show experience and smash the viola into the stage, just be careful not to damage the stage.
Special Notice: We have a fantastic listing of quality antiques and collectibles that are fresh to
the market currently listed! We have a great group of early advertising signs. Patriotic items,
nice group of early candy making machines, clocks and much more! International buyers
welcome! This auction is for a really amazing vintage piece of folk art! This guitar is made
entirely of matchsticks. Talk about painstaking detail! This piece is amazing, I can only image
how long it took the artist to finish this piece of tramp art. This guitar is full size measuring in at
19 inches tall by The guitar has a miniature plaque that says Unfortunately I do not have any
background on him. The piece is in very nice condition, it does have one missing top knob and
the top peg right by that knob is split it needs to be reglued but it is all still there. A fantastic
piece, it would look great in a restaurant or retail setting, or if you were looking for a great
conversation eye catching piece for your home or antique booth for the summer circuit, this is
it! Do not miss your chance to add this wonderful pieces to your collection! If anyone has any
questions. Needs to see additional photos, or needs anything at all, please message me, we are
more then happy to talk to you! International Buyers are Welcome to bid and fully participate in
any of my auctions. We do not add any handling fees or other charges, in order to give you the
lowest possible shipping rates! If you need a shipping quote to your country, do not hesitate to
email me! Shipping will be If you have any questions plea. International buyers must realize the
slight risk of lost mail. Thanks for looking. All products gauranteed to be as stated in my
description. For more great collectibles at great prices, please visit my eBay store, by clicking
on: Check out my! Be sure to add me to your! KS , Collector Bookstore is a leading specialty
retailer of price guides and reference books to inform and educate collectors and professionals
in the antiques and collectors markets. Our customers include individual collectors. You won't
receive heavily thumbed shelf copies from us! We buy most titles directly from the publisher
and individual authors. Authors are encouraged to submit their reference titles for our
consideration. This item Collector Bookstore is a retailer of new books located in Leavenworth.
We specialize in price guides and reference books for the antiques and collectibles industry.
Including 3 for each of the 35 Congressional Townships that make up Clark County. This book
is constructed to last with a plastic spiral binding, acid-free paper, and a tough, laminated
cover. Alto Saxophone, Book. Instruction book was purchased new but never used. CD is
unused and unopened. From the film'Dancing Lady' starring Joan Crawford. Paypal only for

Overseas customers. I do combine shipping. Please check my return policy below. Thanks and
email me with any questions. Old Dick Clark of american bandstand channel 6 card picture
signed autograph. Thanks in advance for helping us to gain a prized Which is usually once a
week, but we are often away buying collections and such to offer to you, our valued customer at
reasonable prices. Shipping can be delayed in some instances for longer than a week. Please be
aware of our shipping limitations before bidding. Thank you for your understanding. Payment
Instructions: We prefer PayPal. Canadian and Foreign bidders: Please provide your address for
an exact shipping quote before sending payment. We consider it a privilege to serve you. And
customer satisfaction is our highest goal. And Good Luck! Please check out our other auctions
for some great deals! Need a detailed scan or some more information? No problem. E-mail us.
Instructions and hints. Notes, words and much more. Up for bid or purchase is this vintage
scale. The face reads: Landers. My mother had owned this scale for a long time. I'm not sure
when she actually acquired it. But it probably was sometime during the late 50's early 60's
because I can still remember it from when I was a kid. There are no patent dates appearing on it.
The only label on it is on the bottom and it says Made By 3. Most notably on the underside and
along the lower edge. The metal around the face plate is worn. It also wasn't painted very
carefully there are splatter and drip marks. If this scale was restored, The scale works well.
Contact me with any questions. Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Medal. Welcome to my
auction for. Sighting The Pacific Portland Oregon Actual Coin Weight Please inspect the super
size photographs provided. Troy St. Please be sure to include auction item number with your
payment or it will delay shipping. All winners will receive an email message from us through
Vendio. Vendio is our online auction management program and is approved by ebay as a secure
link to make your payment using Paypal. If you win multiple auctions please message us using
ebay when you are ready for us to combine the shipping and save you some Money. Additional
Notes. Payment is due in 7 days. But Ebay will send a payment reminder in 4 days, which
automatically opens an unpaid case. On the 8th day, if item is not paid, I will re-list it. Please ask
questions I do my best to describe problems, but if you have ANY doubts about condition or
you see something in pictures not noted, please let me know, I'll be happy to double check.
Redhill Salvage has no warranty implied or assumed. Items are sold as is, in condition shown in
pictures. If only 1 picture is shown, and you want clarification of item description, please
request more pictures. Due to bulk listing editing, some of the conditions are not correct, if in
doubt, or if you see a discrepancy please let me know, and I will double check the listing. Let me
know if you need something measured, or more information, I would be happy to help. Larger
items are calculated by dimensional weight. Some items are too large to ship and I will need to
get a rate quote from a freight broker, will need to know your zip code, if residential or
commercial address, and if a lift gate truck is needed to unload from. See photo for a closer
look. Music is complete and measures approximately 9" x 12" Minor edge wear; very nice
appearance. Shipping adjusted for multiple purchases- please wait for combined invoice before
paying. Shipping: International shipping. When applicable, will be at actual cost. International
buyer will be contacted regarding shipping details. Payment: Your payment of Paypal is due
within 10 days of the auction ending. Paypal payments must come from a confirmed address.
Payments made by Paypal. If you are a successful bidder from California please wait for my
invoice. Returns: Returns are accepted. Coins are honestly described and accurately pictured
so returns should not be necessary. If however you feel the need to return an item please know
that it must be in the original holder and must be returned within 14 days. Please email me so
that I know you will be returning an item. Please check my other listings for more elongated
pennies. If you have any questions please ask prior to bidding. Missouri and by presidential
assignment explored the unknown west, reached the pacific ocean and returned to St. Louis on
September 23, This Medal Weighs 1. True auction style. This is a very nice medallion and would
make a great addition to any collection. If you have any questions. Make sure to check out our
store for other great items! First class shipping is always free unless otherwise stated in a
particular auction. Payment is expected within 5 days of when the auction ends. We only Orders
are shipped within business days from the day payment is received, unless the payment is over
the weekend. International Shipping: We only ship to the U. If you are not satisfied with your
item. Contact me within 14 days of your purchase. On Feb at PST. Seller added the following
information: revised to free shipping. William Clark Gable February 1. Gable appeared opposite
some of the most popular Joan Crawford. Who was his favorite actress to work with, was
partnered with Gable in eight films, Myrna Loy worked with him seven times, and he was paired
with Jean Harlow in six productions. Gable's final film, The Misfits paired him with Marilyn
Monroe also in her last screen appearance. Numismatic specification data provided by Krause
Publications' NumisMaster. Numismatic specification data and valuation estimates provided by
Krause Publications. This toaster is in overall great condition. There are some small areas of

oxidation. A few scratches, and a few minor dings but that's really it. It has been cleaned up
pretty well but remains a little dirty on the inside near the heating elements. All of the wooden
handles and knobs are in excellent condition with no chips or cracks. Best of all. This toaster is
in great working condition! The elements all heat up as seen in the photos. It functions by
putting The cord is also in excellent condition with no breaks, cracks, or frays. Measures 7"
long x 5" wide by 7. A truly unique piece to add to your collection! International bidders will
need to use the shipping calculator under the"Shipping and Payments" tab above to determine
their shipping cost. Expedited shipping options Priority Mail. UPS are available for an additional
charge. VintageMod Collectibles is committed to saving our customers money. As well as
protecting our environment which is why we are happy to offer combined shipping on multiple
purchases. Simply send us a request for a combined shipping total before you pay. And we will
get all your items to you in one package! We ship FAST! Purchases are generally shipped within
24 hours of receiving payment. We ship SAFE! All items are professionally packaged with the
utmost care to ensure that delivery to you is safe and secure. Taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price or shippin. Drop down sides with wood handles. Comments: Cord is
missing so we have not been able to test this appliance. Manufacture: Universal. Both, the
buyer and seller. We will combine shipping and will hold back invoices, if notified, so feel free to
shop around. New items added regularly. We estimate shipping costs as close as we can. If we
do however go over the actual cost, we will refund the difference. Postage will be marked on
shipping label. Any Duties. We only except PayPal for International shipping. Each item is
shipped with the utmost of care to ensure safe and secure arrival. We ship within 24 hours of
payment received. Often sooner, except when post offices are closed. Thank you for taking the
time to view our items. You are greatly appreciated. Happy bidding to all! God Bless. Steven and
Sally. This is an Original Magazine Print Ad. It is not any kind of Reprint. Copy or later
Reproduction. Clark in cooperation with the Oceanic Society. DJ states in part- Whether you're
a seasoned undersea explorer or a beginner who simply yearns to find out what treasures lie
beneath our shallow waters. Published by Prentice Hall Inc. Copyright Covers have some edge
wear, contents have slight age coloring, otherwise slight wear. Please note: any glare or lines
you see are from my camera or scanner and will not be on the item! These items are purchased
at auctions and sales Pet-free home. They may have some musty or old smell from storage.
Please bid accordingly. Item is placed in plastic bag with cardboard pads and shipped in a
bubble envelope or box depending on size. Shipping to only the U. Media can be slow
sometimes taking from 7 to 10 or more days. Priority mailing available at an additional fee. I am
happy to combine shipping available within a 5 day period please wait for an invoice from me.
Payment must be received within 7 days. PayPal accepted. We appreciate your business!
Carreras oval cards-film starsx 2 cards, Wix Film favorites See below for our international
shipping policy. This is the actual item you are bidding on. Refer to photos for accurate
depictions of condition. All Buyers: We take our auctions very seriously. Payment is required
within one week of close. Please contact us in the event more time is needed. If payment is not
received. We will open tickets. Please bid responsibly. Depending on the contents of the
package. Prices to be calculated upon winning bid. Please send us a message if you would like
a shipping estimate before the auction closes. Import duties. Taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price or shipping cost. Please check with your country's customs office to
determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. E BALL. Here we have
seven sheets of music from the movies featuring lots of great songs and stars. Deanna Durbin.
All are complete and all are in good used condition. Spines are fine. Feel free to e-mail me if you
have questions. Combine and save. Columbia No. Columbia" Food-Chopper No. Conn U. As
seen below. This lighter came out of an estate, and I don't know too much about it. The lift arm
moves up and down smoothly and the bottom unscrews without a problem. I don't know if it is
functional or not, I don't have any fluid to test it. Please send me any questions you may have
and I'll do my best to answer them. Up for auction is a will clark autographed baseball! Lewis
and Clark Avon. Toby Fig. Toby Fig Posted with. For your consideration. Nice old cast iron lb.
Feed, milk or other barn items no idea as to accuracy of this scale has surface rust but no
cracks or breaks that I see Has brass plate with patina of age on front with weight scale
embossed in it has cylindracle body that is approx 13" long overall and about 2" wide Would be
great addition to your Steampunk decorating or collection. From an estate sale and
selling"as-is" so please see pictures and ask questions. Thank you for looking! I cannot offer
refunds to combine shipping once paid- so ask about it and wait for invoice if you have more
than one auction or purchase. Please remember- the feedback I ship daily Monday through
Friday. If you pay by e-check through PayPal. It takes several business days for that payment to
clear and be deposited into my account just like a paper check Your item will ship once your
e-check payment has cleared into my account. Please contact us prior to returning item so that

we can determine best way to proceed. By some chance your item arrives broken, I will need
you to email me picture of packaging and picture of item before proceeding with return or
refund. I do clean up the items a little for the pictures. But I leave thorough cleaning to the new
owner since patina from age and use, once removed, cannot be replaced. I describe items to the
best of my ability and try to. This scale works great! Has rust. But still in good shape see pics 8.
Pretty and functional. Can't beat that. Email with questions. See photos, some wear on the red
painting in areas. Note: signature confirmation is required on all items that sell above dollars
Photos are part of the description. Terms of purchase: When you purchase this item you agree
with my shipping costs. Insurance and shipping and handling are already included. Jule
Styne"Just in time" original UK sheet music. From the film"Bells Are Ringing" starring Dean
martin. Jean Stapleton. Small stain at bottom edge of front page. Otherwise in excellent
condition. Vintage Collectors Issue. Good shape, rare find, excellent articles. Are c7plus
cond,lite wear on covers,by duchess music,as is,see photo's,usa add 3. Music Co. Very good
condition mild age and use wear music clean. The Sheet Music is in a protective sleeve with
cardboard backing and is shipped out as such. None of the music has been trimmed. The
images are either taken by a digital camera or a scanner. The scanner images might not show
all of the edges because of the size limitation But the sheet music is fully intact with no trimmed
edges unless otherwise stated I have an unbelievably large collection of sheet music to sellthousands and thousands. I will be listing and listing and listing them- so my advice is if you are
interested in sheet music and perhaps looking for certain pieces- mark me down as a Favorite
Seller- and keep checking back to my auctions. Feel free to email me with any questions or
comments. Many of you are collectors. Fans, relatives of the singers and song-writers- and I've
enjoyed hearing from you. I am open to your Best Offer. And can be negotiable on some pieces,
especially if you are buying more than one piece from me. As an eBay Seller I am seeking to
maintain the highest levels of service. I try. All of the sheet music that we sell is always
complete. By Armstrong and Clark, Published by M. This is only in acceptable to good condition
with corner bumps- several closed edge tears with inside acid free tape reinforcement- covers
separated but stitched together a long time ago- writing on the right center! Cover art by EK! All
sheet music is shipped in plastic. Between stiff cardboard and with delivery confirmation.
Please go to my m e button for additional information on collectibles we are offering! All
payments are due In Our Hands within 7 days of purchase- NO exceptions unless we have
approved it in advance! Tariffs or other fees that YOUR country may impose. Please be sure to
check our store. Myers Collectibles, where we have thousands of items listed. A lways some
superb items. Low opening bid and no reserve! You might want to keep us as a"favorite seller"
and check back often on our offerings- you'll always find something special. We do discount
shipping costs for multiple purchases. Shipping Procedures I pride myself on quick shipping. I
usually ship on Mondays. Wednesdays and on Fridays except on holidays. Once a package is in
the Postal Service hands, I loose control over it. I can not predict transit times for these
packages. They quite often are held up in customs in the receiving country. Please be patient.
The note is free of any holes. Tears or graffiti. Shipping discounts available on multiple items
purchased. Please read below for discount details. If you have any questions please email us.
You are bidding on an 25c note from the Dominion of Canada; cat code DCd. Campbell-Clark
signatures in Extra Fine Condition. The note is free of any holes, tears or graffiti, is well
centered and has original paper quality. A respectable example overall. Clark Hume General
Merchant Groceries. Telephone 15,P. Box 72,Ayton,Ont. Note is in great condition-see scans.
Reduced postage for multiple lot winners We accept Paypal and any other methods Ebay
currently allows as payment. Confirmation is required within three days of auction end and
payment within seven days. A winning notification will be sent to you within a day of auction
ending. Please click on my Ebay store for many more vintage medals and tokens. Please click
on my Ebay store at. Buyer has to request this. And others countries in east Europe only with
registered letter add Indonesia, Ukraine. And others countries of West Europe and Australia. All
methods accepted. As your bid is your acceptance. I make every effort to describe my items
accurately. LOOK accurately. If you have any questions about this auction please write. You
decide what its worth to you. Please do not ask us to grade this note the condition is evident
from the scans. As you see it 6. Regular mail at buyer's risk Will combine shipping charges for
multiple items won within a 2 days period depending on weight and dimensions. Expect
payment within 7 days. Notes and coins are usually shipped within two business days, upon
receipt of payment. Heavy items will cost more. A respectable example. There is an almost
invisible corner fold at bottom right that was the grade maker, based on their grading history
they harshly accounted for the flaw in the grade score, I have seen many 63's from PMG like this
The note pictured below IS the actual note under consideration. Dave Clark Fiveâ€” Everybody
Knows sheet music. Was published in and is in near mint condition! Customer pays postage

and U. A Plan For Musical Growth At the Piano, This item was purchased from another local
music store that wanted to liquidate their songbook inventory. Old Dick Clark of american
bandstand channel 6 card picture signed autograph here we have a old antique autographed
Dick Clark of American Bandstand Channel 6. Are the brakes on your Clark forklift stopping you
from operating your equipment safety? Are you finding a lack of power in your engine?
Whatever the issue, Lift Parts Express has the replacement forklift parts you ne
2001 pontiac grand am radio
toyota sienna speaker replacement
79 pontiac bonneville
ed to operate your Clark forklift safely. At Lift Parts Express, we offer a month warranty on all
Clark forklift parts we sell, so you can rest assured that your equipment runs the way it should.
Re-manufactured components not included. Not only does Lift Parts Express hold an
industry-leading warranty on replacement Clark forklift parts , we also offer substantial
cost-savings to our customers. As one of the largest replacement parts suppliers in North
America, we buy our parts in bulk so we can pass the savings directly onto you. Get in touch
today and take advantage of our next-day shipping options and get your Clark forklift parts sent
to anywhere in North America. Just send un an email or give us a call and a member of our
parts team will gladly assist. Lift Parts Express carries more than just forklift parts. We can
support all makes and models of forklifts, aerial work platforms, telehandlers, sweepers,
scrubbers and reach stackers. One call does it all! View our Privacy Policy.

